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foster healthy viable farms, the foundation of a vibrant organic sector. To work for a
Our To
diversified organic production system in Manitoba that provides for local food security,
Vision: enhances export opportunities and contributes to sustainable economic development.

WHO
ISISMOA?
WHO
MOA?
The Manitoba Organic
Alliance brings together and represents the multiple commercial stakeholders within organic
industry
in Manitoba, to promote organic production, business and trade. Established in 2009, MOA is a membership
The Manitoba Organic Alliance (MOA ) is THE VOICE of Manitoba's organic sector. The MOA represents and promotes the
driven,
non-profit
association of farmers, processors, certifiers, researchers, and buyers of organics.
interests of the entire provincial organic value chain.
MOA is the unified, representative voice of a diverse and growing organic sector, with a democratically elected 14-member board
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aspects of organics-from field crop farming to horticulture to processing, and everything in between.
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responsible for the maintenance of the Canadian Organic Standards.
maintenance the Canadian Organic Standards.
MOA represents Manitoba on the Organic Federation of Canada (OFC) with an elected MOA director serving on the
WHAT
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MOA seeks ways to build organic markets.
n

MOA supports the Manitoba government in becoming the first n MOA proposes amendments to the Canadian Organic
province or territory to write the national organic regulation
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n MOA is actively working to protect the organic sector against
n MOA is making recommendations to the provincial
MOA
supported Manitoba as the first to write the national organic
regulation into provincial legislation.
the negative impact of GMO contamination.
government based on the small-scale grower study, lobbying

SOME OF MOA’S RECENT ACTIVITIES…

MOA built consumer confidence in organics by advocating to prevent non-organic product from being labelled organic.
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certification cost rebate .

of both organic certification systems, and eating organic food.

MOA’S PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
MOA's founding members and partners are the Organic Producers Association of Manitoba (OPAM) and the
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What
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Brandon, January 2010.
OFCM’s most recent contributions to the organic sector in Manitoba
are twoinoutstanding
programs:
Growing
Up Living
Organic
n Participated
the Winnipeg Green
Lifestyle
and Organic
n Joined in the lobby to get the Canadian Organic Standards
and Manitoba
Farm Mentorship.
Show, September 11-12, 2010.
for free — and now they are!
MOA is the lobby group which brings the sector together to identify needs and solutions and respond to emerging organic
issues. MOA supports research, develops action plans and advocates to strengthen organics in Manitoba.

for more information contact MOA at info@manitobaorganicallliance.com or 204-546-2099
find us at the Organic Manitoba website at www.organicfoodcouncil.org

